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Zero Discrimination  
blog copy

March 1st, 2020  

 

At Hot Chicken Takeover we are committing to making a safe environment for everyone that 

walks through our doors, customers, employees, and everything in between. Today is Zero 

Discrimination Day. A day that celebrates “Everyone’s right to live a full life with dignity regardless 

of age, gender, sexuality, nationality, ethnicity, skin color, height, weight, profession, education, 

and beliefs.” We are committed fully to this philosophy.  

 

You may not know this about us but Hot Chicken Takeover is built on a business model called a 

social justice. A social justice is basically a business and charity model cohibiting in tandem. 

 

 

A social justice works like this… 

 

A business will pick one core model that they support. They will come up with a business that 

generates money and then they donate a chunk of the income towards the cause that they chose 

to support.  

 

For us, our primary cause is providing opportunities and safe spaces for those who have face 

adversity and beyond. We are able to successfully run this endeavor through our hard-working 

employees and the support of our customers. We behind the scenes work together to create our 

famous chicken, mac and cheese, etc. Then when our meals get purchased a portion of what you 

are buying is going to our dedicated cause as well as other causes that we support. 

 

Social justice is defined as: 

 

“Social justice is a philosophical and political standpoint that promotes equal distribution of 

opportunities and resources among society. It is a practice that encourages a given social system 

to act fairly towards each member.” 

 

 

Social Justice key points are:  

 

● “A social justice is a political philosophical concept originally centered around equality among 

people along various social dimensions.”  

● “In economic terms, social justice efforts usually seek to elevate or degrade the economic status 

of various groups defined by group identity or demographic characteristics like race, gender, and 

religion.” 

● “In practice, social justice can be pursued through various peaceful forms of activism.” 

● “In socialist economies, social justice forms a foundational principle of economic policy.” 

Why social justice and not a charity?  

 

A charity can often face struggles. All money that flows through has to directly go into the charity’s 

cause and the funds distributed directly to that cause. This is not a bad approach however, 

it makes it difficult for the charity to expand, do more marketing, outreach and other costly 

endeavors that can further the charity. But money cannot go to these things both from a logistic 

standpoint and a legal standpoint. This often stunts the charity. 

 

However, with a social justice, you can take root and allocate funds to these things. With this, you 

can have a continuous money stream dedicated to the cause not having to worry about donations 

dwindling. And with the money, it can be put towards things to further the business to bring in 

even more money for the cause. We feel this better in the long run for generating benefits for our 

cause.  

 

Causes that our business is supporting:   Giving opportunities to those facing adversity (ex. 

Previously incarcerated, addiction and homelessness): 

 

● Offering competitive wages, tips, and flexible scheduling.  

● Offering cash advance to employees at 0% to avoid predators and debts.   

● Encouraging mental healthiness through our counseling program.   

● Furthering careers by giving employees the opportunity to become “Food Protection Program of 

Columbus Health” certified.  

● Creating programs that help employees with housing, education, and transportation.  

Kaleidoscope Youth Center  

● An organization dedicated to helping queer youth have a safe space in the Columbus 

community. 

● Providing food and food-based skills 

● Providing internet and technology resources to help with research and homework  

● Providing housing for youth who need it 

 

 

We want to extend the opportunity of our safe space to you. If you would like to support our 

causes and the local business. Visit our hiring page to see what opportunity we have for you!





CLICK ME!

https://vimeo.com/404813768


Spring Equinox - Event  
(offline content)

Join Hot Chicken Takeover in 

welcoming in the spring and 

saying goodbye to winter 

during our “Spring Chicken” 

spring equinox event.  

 

With the start of spring, we 

will be opening all outdoor 

seating. (available locations)  

 

There will be live music, 

beer, chicken and lots of 

good company.  

 

So break out your shorts 

and capris because Ohio is 

looking at a steamy 65. For 

the start of spring. 

HTC is teaming up with the a 

home town favorite Columbus 

Brewing Company.

They are cooking up a special 

brew for this event. So grab 

this HTC inspired IPA. 

THE POCKET

A local columbus band that 

plays country and rock music.

Every song is “radio” friendly 

so it can be crowd apporved.

description live music by beer from







joe delos - Owner, Head Fryer

Next came the side dishes, the supporting roles and can you have 

chicken without mac and cheese? Our philosophy is no. chicken 

and mac and cheese go together like... mac and cheese! 

And with the combination of chicken and killer sides, we are 

able to support causes close to our hearts like providing 

opportunities to people who have faced incredible adversity. 

Some of which we focus are providing opportunities to those 

who have face homelessness, addiction, and incarceration. 

Thank you guys for supporting us, the community and helping 

others. We appreciate you all from the bottom of our hearts. 

Happy NATIONA
 JOE DAY

The birth of HTC came to be when my wife and I took our 

honeymoon to Nashville, TN. We tried some pretty 'hot' 

chicken. With our new found passion we took the inspiration 

made our way back to the ol' OH-IO and set out to make 

"Ohio Hot Chicken." 

Hey guys, Joe here to say hi on my favorite day of the year. 

Joe day! I wanted to take this time to tell you about me, my 

story, some chicken! 

with chickeny love , 
joe delos


